
 
 
 
Men's County Week 2022 - Division 4 - West Worthing 
 
Team - R Irwin (Capt), J Whike, T Samuel, A Knox Jones, G Shields, M Coombes, M Hurrion, 
S Bossem 
 
 
 
Following a dominant display in 2021 and promotion from Division 5, the Dorset Team were 
ready to push forwards and continue their rise back to where they belong.  A more than 
winnable Division 4 was ahead of us, but unfortunately, as too often seems to be the case, 
3 different changes to the squad just 24 hours before the event starting threw us on the 
back foot. 
 
On Day 1, we faced Berkshire and it was clear it was going to be a hard fought week.  The 
line-up consisted of Millen Hurrion with James Whike, Captain Richard Irwin partnering up 
with Alex Knox-Jones, while the 3rd pair was the ever present veteran of Matthew Coombes 
with George Shields who made his County Week debut.  It seemed that every match could 
have gone either way and with Berkshire having split their best players including Wimbledon 
hero Marcus Willis, they had 3 very good pairs.  Irwin and Knox Jones came close to 
overcoming Willis losing out 10-8 in the 3rd set, and whilst they picked up 2 tough rubbers, 
Hurrion and Whike matched them but we couldn't get a 5th over the line so Berkshire 
prevailed 5-4. 
 
Nottinghamshire were up on day 2 and it was an unchanged line up for Dorset.  Dorset 
looked they would be too strong but a couple of strong performances from both the Notts 
1st and 2nd pair beating Irwin/Knox-Jones and Hurrion/Whike respectively, we went in to 
the deciding matches tied at 3-3.  With Toby Samuel arriving imminently, Dorset were ready 
to make his impact count but with train delays on the hottest day of the year, this proved 
impossible and Dorset had to fight on.  A huge first win for Coombes and Shields came just 
at the right time and Dorset got to the finishing line with a 5-4 win. 
 
Day 3 v Warwickshire.  While Dorset had the huge advantage of Samuel's arrival hot off his 
incredible $25K win at Roehampton, it was also met with Hurrion needing to depart.  A 
switch up in the team meant Samuel partnered Knox-Jones, and Irwin paired with Whike 
while the 3rd pair stayed the same.  A great performance from Irwin and Whike beating 
Warwickshire's number 1 pair set a great tone for the day and it looked like it would go 
Dorset's way.  However, at 2-1 up disaster struck when at a set up in their match, Irwin 
suffered a hamstring tear and although tried to carry on, couldn't see to a win.  Knox-Jones 
and Samuel came through their match, but with the tie level at 3-3 going in to the last 
round of matches and no subs present, it wasn't looking good.  Coombes and Shields 
couldn't pick up a win and while Samuel/Knox-Jones convincingly took 3/3 on the day, Irwin 
and Whike tried to play on, somehow taking the Warwickshire number 2 pair to a 10 point 
tie break, but falling short.  Heartbreak on Day 3 with another 5-4 loss and now with 
chances of promotion gone, it was a case of salvaging the prospect of being relegated. 
 



Day 4 v Somerset.  With Irwin out, Dorset had a replacement with Sam Bossem 
arriving.  Like on Day 2, it looked like Dorset would be too strong.  However, again it's never 
going to be that simple.  A brave fight from Somerset who were also needing to win to avoid 
any chance of relegation, meant it was neck and neck.  There were 2 key match ups that 
Dorset needed to win.  The first was Samuel/Knox-Jones v the Somerset number 1 pair.  A 
superb performance and possibly the best of the week from the Dorset boys was had right 
at the perfect time.  First step done.  The second was Whike/Bossem v the Somerset 
number 2 pair.  It looked like it was going to be when Bossem served for the match in the 
2nd set.  However, 15 minutes later and suddenly Somerset had their lifeline and were well 
in the match with it tied at 3-3 again before the final round.  With Coombes tiring and 
having played an epic 11/11 matches (ridiculous for a 55 year old at this level), Irwin made 
the call to bring himself in albeit injured, to help Dorset sneak a win against the Somerset 
number 3 pair.  Thankfully it worked and an energetic performance from Shields to do all 
the running, we got the win which coincided with Whike/Bossem falling short against their 
number 1 pair. 4-4 and it was down to Samuel/Knox-Jones.  A nervy finish was present but 
when it counted, the confidence of the Dorset pair shone through and taking the 2nd set tie 
break to win the match, Dorset had won 5-4.  Safety was guaranteed. 
 
Day 5 v Durham and Cleveland.  Due to the previous 4 days of matches, day 5 ended up 
being a dead match.  Both Durham and Cleveland and Dorset had remained in the group, so 
the match was played in a friendly manner and with a lot of practice taking place.  Dorset 
ended up losing 5-4 (again!), but overall, it was a fun way to end an exhausting week. 
 
Bring on next year. 
 
 
 
Richard Irwin 
Captain 

 
 


